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Principle No.1 of Healthy Working 

"It takes Human beings millions of years to get rid of tails, just for 

sedentary sitting?" 

People's lives become increasingly convenient since we enter the 

information era. Take a taxi home or to work, long-time sitting in office 

and slouch on a sofa, potential risks are hidden in such life styles. 

According to scientific researches, average wage-earners sit for 

over 9.3 hours per day. It seems comfortable, but body joints will be 

like gears without lubrication over time, causing cervical and lumbar 

spondylosis. 
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UP1, 
Sit for More More Smooth Communication 

A minimum height of 605mm. Tired of standing? 

Why not have a seat. 
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255mm,

UP1, 
Enjoy Standing 

A maximum height of 1255mm. 

Exhausted from sitting? Let's stand upl 
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Height Adjustment in A 

Dual-engin, structure with 30-38mm/s 

lifting speed, press just one button to start 

the adjustment. 

• 

UP1, 

Ultra-silent Height Adjustment 

Ultra-silent structure is adopted to create 

noise-free space with sound below 50 

decibels. 

=- - ---... 
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UP1, for Different Heights and Gestures. 

With a 605mm height adjustment range and 4 

memorized positions, whether you have long legs like 

a supermodel or are adorable like Thumbelina, you can 

always find the perfect gesture. 
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Four heights can be memorized, and a high-definition 
display screen is equipped, start the adjustment with 

a simple press. 

Desktops are available in 5 colors to 
match different space styles. 

Strong Structure, Pressure-Proof and Sturdy 

automobile steel materials endow U P1 with 120kg 
load-bearing capacity. 
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Universal Fitting 

UP1 provides American and British 

standard sockets applicable in 

different countries and regions. 

With an intelligent collision avoidance system, the 

desktop automatically falls back when an obstacle is 

detected. 
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It seems that all major companies have made a 

move toward standing working mode. 

s· o-s and working Is not only the preference of young 
people, but also a smart move to health. Keep up with 
UP1 in a dynamic workplace, sit or stand at your will 
to release the pressure on your back. 
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605mm 

Operating Principle 

Motors inside the understructure actuate the turbine, which 

enables the mechanism of understructure move upward or 

downward, then an electronic signal from desktop controller will 

instruct the understructure to go up and down, and in such way, 

the desk is lifted or lowered. 

1255mm 
1195mm 

2-section Understructure

1. Desk height range: 695mm~1195mm

2. Maximum load: 120kg

3. Speed: 30mm/s

4. Noise� 50Db

5. Voltage: 100V~240V

6. Automatically stop when an obstacle is detected

Z777 
-

-
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3-section Understructure

1. Desk height range: 605mm~ 1255mm

2. Maximum load: 120kg

3. Speed: 38mm/s 

4. Noise� 50Db

5. Voltage: 100V~240V
- 6. Automatically stop when an obstacle is detected
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Product Specification 

�
Desktop for Single Desk

D2260.180060 
W1800*D600*H365(mm) 

D2260.180060 
W1600*D600*H365(mm) 

D2261.180070 D2261.160070 
W1800*D700*H365(mm) W1600*D700*H365(mm) 

D2262.180060 
W1800*D600*H25(mm) 

D2263.180070 
W1800*D700*H25(mm) 

D2262.160060 
W1600*D600*H25(mm) 

D2263.160070 
W1600*D700*H25(mm) 

Matte White Two-Section Understructure 

D2262.175060 
W1800*D700*H25(mm) 

D2263.175060 
W1800*D700*H25(mm) 

�
Matte Black Two-Section Understructure

D2267.175068 
W1800*D700*H25(mm) 

D2268.175068 
W1800*D700*H25(mm) 

D2260.150060 
W1500*D600*H365(mm) 

D2260.140060 
W1400*D600*H365(mm) 

D2260.120060 
W1200*D600*H365(mm) 

D2261.150070 D2261.140070 D2261.120070 
W1500*D700*H365(mm) W1400*D700*H365(mm) W1200*D700*H365(mm) 

D2262.150060 
W1500*D600*H25(mm) 

D2263.150070 
W1500*D700*H25(mm) 

D2264.175060 
W1800*D700*H25(mm) 

D2269.175068 
W1800*D700*H25(mm) 

D2262.140060 
W1400*D600*H25(mm) 

D2263.140070 
W1400*D700*H25(mm) 

D2262.120060 
W1200*D600*H25(mm) 

D2263.120070 
W1200*D700*H25(mm) 
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D2265.175068 
W1800*D700*H25(mm) 

D2266.175068 
W1800*D700*H25(mm) 

Material 

Matte White Three-Section Understructure 

D2270.175060 
W1150-1750*D600* 
H695-1195(mm) 

D2271.175060 
W1150-1750*D600* 
H695-1195(mm) 

�
Matte Black Three-Section Understructure

D2274.175068 

W1150-1750*D680* 
H695-1195(mm) 

 
Featured Colors 

S-57

 Baffle Colors 
(Optional} 

S-57

�Desktop Colors 
(Optional}

S-10C

D2275.175068 

W1150-1750*D680* 
H695-1195(mm) 

S-43

S-59

S-56

D2272.175060 
W1150-1750*D600* 
H695-1195(mm) 

D2276.175068 

W1150-1750*D680* 
H695-1195(mm) 

S-37

S-66

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in regard of changes 

in specification. and the real product shall be considered as final. 

D2273.175060 
W1150-1750*D600* 
H695-1195(mm) 

D2277.175068 

W1150-1750*D680* 
H695-1195(mm) 

Power Socket 

DMB.022013 

DOB.022013 

Coiled Pipe 
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DSXGA/DSXGB.123013 
W1230*O130*H109(mm) 

DYB.022013 

DWN.022013 




